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. Was this review useful to you? Yes No. Report Abuse.Speaking in an exclusive interview with The Fader, Gucci Mane
shared his thoughts on what he thinks about the current state of hip-hop, how his relationship with Metro Boomin is like
“going to therapy,” and what he’d like to do next. It’s not often a rapper can say they’ve become friends with their lyricist.

But that’s the situation with the overachieving Mac Miller and longtime friend Metro Boomin. The pair’s collaboration
"The Way We Go Down" was released in July, and even though they aren’t releasing any solo music together, the

chemistry between the two makes it impossible to ignore that they are very much a team. In a new interview with Fader,
Metro explained how it feels like the two “went to therapy” when they started working together. “That’s what we’re good

at doing,” he said. “We’re going to therapy, man. We talk about stuff, and we get in a good vibe and we make shit
together. It’s just a lot of therapy and a lot of talking shit out.” Gucci shared a similar sentiment. "I really can't say what it
is," he said. "He's like my therapist. If I'm ever gonna have a therapist in my life, it's going to be Metro. Me and him are

just different. We talk. We're different people, we're so different. But we talk. I'm comfortable with him. We're
comfortable with each other.” Gucci was also recently back in the studio, recording his first track in over a year. On

September 15, he shared “White Sport Coat” (produced by Metro and DJ Durel), and it features his musical alter ego,
BlackWhite, dropping bars from the perspective of an outsider. Gucci had a similar perspective on what he wants to do
next in his career. “I want to do something,” he said. “I want to do something that’s going to be monumental. Because I

feel like I’ve done everything. At this point, I really don't know what I want to do. The thing is I just have to sit down and
just look at myself and think: What’s
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Paula Danger: comics. 3294 æ¬¡èµžÂ· 111äººåœ¨è°ˆè®º. Paula Peril: Comics is the exclusive preview source for the
Paula Peril comic series. Series ... Paula - all about the series Paula (Paula), download for free all series, all seasons,
wallpapers, trailers, photos. Paula Peril is not only a series with a beautiful girl Paula, but also one of the first comics in...
Paula Peril's Official Fan Club - Page 2. A page for all readers of Paula Peril's Fan Club pages. Watch Paula Peril, and
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